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Aperia Mall

No. 12 Kallang Ave. The Aperia #02-14/15
Tel: 6702 3962

Tradehub 21

No. 8 Boon Lay Way. Tradehub 21 #01-29
Tel: 6515 5939

Redhill

Blk 11, Jalan Bukit Merah #03-4462/4460
Tel: 6276 5049

www.naturecafe.com.sg



Our Story

Follow & Tag Us! #naturecafesg
facebook.com/naturecafe.com.sg
instagram.com/naturecafesg

Starting off as a small cài fàn stall at Redhill, our team has been serving vegetarian food to 
patrons from different walks of life for over 20 years. As we grow alongside our 
ever-changing mother nature, our commitment to deliver sumptuous meals in a friendly, 
home-like dining atmosphere remains. 

Connect with nature and your loved ones and you eat with relish.

Prepared with love, all our dishes are cooked strictly without the use of MSG, onion, garlic and 
alcohol. 

Dishes that contain egg and dairy products are labelled accordingly. 
Prices stated in this menu are subject to service charge only, no GST. 



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Noodles 面

1000

1005

7.0

7.0

Herbal Noodle Soup

Nature Fried Kuey Teow

药膳面汤

自然炒粉

Warm your soul with this tasty yet nutritious 
bowl of noodle soup - packed with a variety of 
mushrooms, broccoli and carrot strips

Seared and charred with plenty of roaring 
heat, enjoy an aromatic plate of goodness - 
fried with egg, mushrooms, bean sprouts and 
vegetables



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Noodles 面

1004

6.5

Dried/Soup Noodles
干捞面仔
Mee kia with char siew, fried crispy 
wanton and vegetables

1002

7.0

Curry Udon
咖哩乌东面
Thick curry with mutton cubes, lady’s 
finger, potato, tomato and edamame 
beans

1001

7.0

Fish Slice Noodle Soup
鱼片米粉汤
Tomatoes, carrot strips and 
vegetables soaked in rich soup, 
topped with crispy fish slices

1006

7.2

Hot Pot Beef Noodle
锅仔牛肉面 
Thick gravy with lean meat, tomato, 
broccoli, baby corn and carrot strips

1003

7.0

Green Curry Kuey Teow Soup
青咖哩粿条汤
Thai eggplant, green tomato, taupok 
and lady’s finger

1007

7.0

Spicy Udon Soup with 
Fried Chicken Cutlet
炸鸡乌东面汤
Fried chicken cutlet, broccoli, taupok 
and enoki mushrooms

1008

7.5

Fried Kimchi Ramen
韩式泡菜炒面
Ramen stir fried with kimchi, assorted 
mushrooms and vegetables



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Stone Pot 石锅

2003

9.9

Korean Bibimbap Rice
韩式盖饭

Drizzle the sweet sauce for a crackling and 
sizzling pot of rice filled with multi-coloured 
ingredients, topped with fried mushroom 
cutlet and in-house kimchi



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Stone Pot 石锅

2001

8.5

Mala Soup Noodle
麻辣烫面

100% will spice up your day, made 
with our in-house mala sauce, 
assorted mushrooms and vegetables

2004

8.9

Monkey Head Mushroom 
Bibimbap Rice
韩式金菇饭

Sizzling pot of rice with vegetables 
and monkey head mushrooms

2002

8.9

Stone Pot Braised Noodle Soup
养生拉面汤

Bubbling pot of goodness that you 
deserve - packed with mushrooms, 
broccoli, tomato, and tofu

2005

9.9

Army Stew
韩式泡菜面

Rich spicy soup, tangy kimchi, cheese, 
tofu, enoki mushrooms and more...
mouthwatering



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Metal Pot 铁锅

3001

7.9

Curry Mutton
特汁咖喱羊肉

Rich and addictive pot of bubbling 
hot curry with mutton, stewed potato, 
brinjal and ladies’ finger. Stir in some 
rice for maximum oomph!

3003

8.5

Braised Beanpaste Cabbage
腐乳包菜
Thoroughly braised cabbage with 
beancurd skin, assorted mushrooms, 
carrot stips, yam and glass noodles

3002

7.9

Curry Fish
特色咖喱鱼
For curry-lovers who prefer crispy 
fish slices over mutton

3004

8.5

Braised Brinjal
鱼香茄子饭
Flavourful brinjal with assorted 
mushrooms and beans

Comes with a bowl of mixed brown rice



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Rice 饭类

4002

6.0

Soy Char Siew Rice
港式叉烧饭
Fragrant rice with marinated soy char 
siew and cucumbers, topped with 
in-house chilli 

4004

7.9

Petai Fried Rice
臭豆炒饭
Fragrant petai, ham, bean sprouts, 
edamame beans and monkey head 
mushroom cubes

4003

8.5

Signature Fried Rice
扬州炒饭
Monkey head mushroom cubes, 
edamame beans, egg, char siew and 
mushroom bits

4005

7.9

Kimchi Fried Rice
泡菜炒饭
Fried with in-house kimchi, fresh 
mushroom, corn, ham, cabbage, egg 
and edamame beans

4001

6.0

Soy Chicken Rice 
素鸡饭

A classic dish that you should not miss 
- mouthwatering fragrant rice with soy 
chicken on the side. Top it off with some 
cool cucumbers and our signature in-house 
chicken rice chilli 



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Bento Set 便当

4008

4011

8.5

8.8

Satay Monkey Head Mushroom Bento

Hot Plate Ang Siew Tofu Set

沙爹猴头菇饭

红烧豆腐饭

Luxurious set of mixed brown rice, monkey 
head mushroom satay sticks drenched with 
peanut sauce, with broccoli and achar on the 
side. Completed with a bowl of soup!

Deep fried tofu resting amongst a bed of 
vegetables and mushrooms, covered in 
bubbling savoury sauces served on a sizzling 
hot plate



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Bento Set 便当

4006

8.5

Thai Cod Fish Set
泰式鳕鱼饭
Mixed brown rice, Thai style cod fish 
with broccoli and achar on the side. 
Completed with a bowl of soup

4009

8.5

Sweet & Sour Bento 
酸甜猴头菇饭
Mixed brown rice, sweet and sour 
monkey head mushroom with  
broccoli and achar on the side. 
Completed with a bowl of soup

4007

8.5

In-house Cod Fish Set
招牌鳕鱼饭
Mixed brown rice, cod fish with  
broccoli and achar on the side. 
Completed with a bowl of soup

4010

8.8

Hot Plate Monkey Head 
Mushroom Set
猴头菇饭
Mixed brown rice, monkey head 
mushroom, peas, black fungus, carrot 
strips and baby corn, served on 
sizzling hot plate



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Deep Fried 小吃



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Deep Fried 小吃

5000

6.9

Yam and Carrot Cake
自然双鸳鸯糕

5008

6.9

In-house Cheese Ball
招牌乳酪球

Two pieces each, deep fried till golden - 
crispy on the outside, fluffy on the inside

Mashed potato with cheese, deep fried till 
perfection. The ultimate kids’ favourite!



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

5003

6.5

Fried Wanton
招牌炸云吞

5002

8.5

Truffle Sea Salt Fries
松露海盐薯条

5001

7.5

Fries with Cheese
炸薯条

5004

9.0

Satay
沙爹

Deep Fried 小吃



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

5006

6.5

Jia Xiang Beancurd 
家乡豆腐

5005

6.9

Rojak
罗惹

5007

6.5

Thai Style Tofu
特制泰式豆腐

Deep Fried 小吃



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Vegetables 蔬菜肴

5014

5016

12.9

13.9

Sambal Queen

Assorted Mushroom with Abalone

叁巴皇后

翡翠玉珠

Fiery plate of brinjal, lady’s finger and petai in 
sambal

Broccoli and cauliflower with a variety of 
mushrooms, topped with 
ab-alone so that you will not be alone



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Vegetables 蔬菜肴

5013

10.9

Stir Fried Tapioca Leaves
(Sambal/BBQ/Braised Bean)
番薯叶
Stir fried in different ways, pick and 
state your choice! 

5011

13.9

Broccoli with Mushroom
香菇椰菜花
Mix of broccoli, cauliflower and 
shiitake mushrooms

5012

12.9

Assorted Vegetables
罗汉斋
Colourful dish with broccoli, 
cauliflower, mushrooms, carrot, baby 
corn, black fungus and glass noodles

5015 In-house Green Curry
Vegetables
招牌青咖喱菜
Cabbage, Thai brinjal, lady’s finger 
and taupok soaked in fragrant green 
curry

13.9



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Tofu 豆腐

5017

13.5

Golden Tofu
金菇豆腐
Tofu with assorted mushrooms, carrot 
strips, goji berries and bell peppers

5019

12.9

In-house Bean Curd
招牌豆腐 
This tofu dish has been our signature 
for years, must-try!

5018

12.9

Spicy Tofu with Petai
香辣臭豆豆腐
Tofu with petai, chilli, curry leaves 
and preserved raddish bits

5020

12.9

Hot Plate Bean Curd with 
Special Sauce
特汁豆腐
Sizzling hotplate of tofu with 
mushrooms, carrot strips, cabbage 
and peas



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

5022

5025

12.9

13.9

Monkey Head Mushroom

Thai Style Cod Fish

三杯猴头菇

泰式鳕鱼

Monkey head mushroom, carrot strips, baby 
corn, peas, tomato and basil herbs, with a 
slight kick of spice

Spicy-sour sizzling dish with cod fish, carrot 
and cucumber strips

Delight
Special 菜肴



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

5021 In-house Green Curry 
Monkey Head Mushroom
招牌青咖喱猴头菇
Rich and flavourful green curry with 
monkey head mushroom, tomato and 
lady’s finger

5024

13.9

Sweet and Sour Chicken
咕噜肉
Classic sweet and sour dish with 
cucumber, pineapple, bell peppers 
and tomato

5023

12.9

Crispy Lemon Chicken Slice
柠檬酥鸡片
Deep fried chicken slices with sweet 
lemon sauce

5026 In-house Cod Fish
招牌鳕鱼
Cod fish with signature petai sauce

5027

16.9

Mala Xiang Guo
麻辣香锅

Set your mouth on fire with our in-house 
mala dish with lotus roots, cabbage, broccoli, 
beancurd skin, black fungus, assorted 
mushrooms, glass noodles and nuts

(p.s. our mala sauce is available for sale)

12.9

14.9

Delight
Special 菜肴



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Soup 汤

5040

16.0

Vegetarian Fungus with Fin Soup
八宝鱼翅汤

A cruelty-free version of shark’s fin soup, 
made with shredded vegetables, beancurd 
skin, enoki mushrooms, ham and prawn slices

5041 5042

6.9

Wanton Soup Kimchi Soup
云吞汤 泡菜汤
Wanton in clear soup with baby 
corn, tomato, mushroom slices and 
vegetables

Spicy-sour soup with in-house 
kimchi, tofu, cabbage, tomato, enoki 
mushrooms, rice cake, glass noodles  
and sausages

8.5



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Daily Soup 炖汤

6002

6.9

Old Cucumber Soup
老黄瓜汤

6004

6.9

Beetroot Soup
甜菜根汤

6001

6.9

Black Bean Soup
黑豆汤

6003

6.9

Watercress Soup
西洋菜汤

6000

6.9

Lotus Mixed Bean Soup
莲藕金菇杂豆汤

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Comes with a bowl of mixed brown rice



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Porridge 粥Porridge 粥类

7001

6.5

Pumpkin Peanut Porridge
金瓜花生粥

7000

6.5

Abalone Peanut Porridge
鲍鱼花生粥



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Daily Special 特餐

8002

6.9

Bak Kut Teh Rice
肉骨茶饭

8004

8.5

Nasi Briyani
青咖喱黄姜饭

8001

7.0

Lei Cha
擂茶

8003

7.5

Laksa
叻沙

8000

6.8

Satay Mee Hoon
沙爹米粉

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Western 西餐

9004

9.9

Creamy Spaghetti With Truffle Oil
奶油芝士意粉
Thick and milky, kid’s favourite!

9003

8.9

Fire Spaghetti
火辣辣意粉

Bold and fiery, fried with monkey head 
mushrooms, cherry tomato, bell peppers and 
assorted mushrooms



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Western 西餐

9002

8.5

Fried Spaghetti With Toona 
Sauce
香椿意粉
Aglio e Olio-inspired, with 
mushrooms, cherry tomato, bell 
peppers and ham slices

9005

8.5

Bolognese Spaghetti
意大利意粉
Mushrooms, bell peppers, monkey 
head mushroom, cherry tomatoes 
and broccoli

9007

9.9

Kimchi Baked Rice
韩式泡菜烤饭
Kimchi rice with broccoli, corn and 
ham slices, baked with cheese

9008

9.9

Baked Mushroom Pasta
烘烤通心粉
Pasta in mushroom wonderland with 
ham slices, covered with a layer of 
crispy golden brown cheese



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

Western 西餐

9006

12.9

Mushroom Baked Rice
烘烤蘑菇意大利饭

Perfectly seasoned mushroom rice with ham 
slices and cherry tomatoes, topped with 
mushroom cutlet and baked till golden brown 
with cheese

9009

6.9

Creamy Mushroom Soup
奶油蘑菇汤

Thick and rich with multiple depths 
of flavour, topped with fresh white 
mushroom and drizzled with truffle oil. 
Served with toasted bread



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

9010

16.9

Pizza
意大利比萨

Duo-flavoured for the mushroom lovers and 
tomato-broccoli-corn fans. Both are on equal 
standing, try it to find out!

Western 西餐



Contains 
Dairy/Egg Spicy Must Try!

Western 西餐

9013

16.9

Mushroom Cutlet Set
菇扒套餐

Bolognese spaghetti with deep fried 
mushroom cutlet and thick fries. Topped with 
broccoli.

9011 9012

16.5 16.5

Hot Plate Burdock Steak Set Hot Plate Cod Fish Set
铁板牛蒡扒套餐 铁板鳕鱼套餐
Bolognese spaghetti with burdock  
steak, fries and broccoli

Bolognese spaghetti with cod fish, 
fries and broccoli



Prices stated are subject to 10% service charge

9014 Salad with Yuzu Dressing
柚子沙拉
Corn, tomato, beetroot, lettuce, egg 
and yuzu dressing

9017

11.9

Korean Kimchi Burger
韩式汉堡
Fluffy buns with mushroom patty, 
corn and vegetables, completed with 
salad and fries

9015

6.9

BBQ Salad
酸辣沙拉
Corn, tomato, cashews, edamame 
beans, lettuce with bbq sauce

9016

11.9

Satay Burger
本土风味汉堡
Western food item with a local twist 
- fluffy buns with mushroom patty, 
pineapple, drizzled with satay sauce, 
completed with salad and fries

6.9

Western 西餐




